THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
(Founded by H. P. Blavatsky and H. S. Olcott)

International Headquarters
Adyar, CHENNAI 600020.

To All Walkers

31 October 2020.

Since 20 March 2020, the access to TS grounds has been closed to our Walkers due to the
coronavirus D19 (Covid-19) pandemic. Given the highly contagious nature of the disease,
we wanted to ensure the safety of TS (senior citizen) residents, TS essential workers,
neighboring communities in Adyar, and the Walkers’ community too.
We are now considering opening the TS grounds again for Walkers. However, should the
Covid-19 cases in Chennai spike again, or if there is a government advisory or
notification in this regard, we will close the campus for walking until conditions
improve. We require that those desirous of renewing their passes adhere to the Covid-19
safety guidelines set out below and also to our long-held standards of behavior.










Renewed Walker’s Pass must be shown at gate; see renewal of the passes below
Wearing face masks at all times is mandatory while walking on TS’ grounds
Walkers should maintain a distance of 6 feet between each other while walking
Walkers may not congregate in groups (of 3 or more) on the walking paths or in the
car parks for talking to / chatting with each other
If Walkers desire to rest, there are a few benches provided; please avoid close contact
while sitting on these benches
Please try to keep usage of mobile phones to a minimum while walking
If you usually feel thirsty during these walks, do remember to bring your own bottles
and water; the RO drinking water facility at designated points may be used only for
refilling the bottles, not for drinking from the taps directly
Walking is permitted only along the roads and paths in TS indicated overleaf
Walkers should also adhere to the walk timings; 5:30 to 7:00 am and 5:00 to 6:30 pm

WALKERS’ PASS RENEWALS
Unlike earlier years, the Walkers’ Passes will not be renewed in-person this year. Instead,
the passes to be renewed will have to be dropped in a box kept at the security gates. The
renewed passes can be collected 48 hours later. As a part of this process, Walkers will have
to enter brief details in a register kept at the security gates. Entry into the TS grounds for
walking will be allowed only after showing a renewed Walker’s Pass to the security guard
at the gates. Please refer to the timeline below for renewals as well as for walks resumption.
In case of any non-adherence, TS reserves the right to withdraw the Walker’s Pass.
TIMINGS
Walkers’ Passes will be renewed during November 15 - 29, 2020 between 4 pm and 6 pm daily.
Walking on the campus will be allowed from November 30, 2020.

Please contact our General Manager’s office (+91-44-24917198) or the Head of Security
regarding any issues that you may face.
GENERAL MANAGER

